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Outdoor furniture has become an indispensable part of any outdoor living space. When you choose
furniture it is essential to opt for furniture of good quality so that it not only look good but also lasts
for long time. Moreover regular maintenance and care is needed to maintain your outdoor furniture
as good as new. We will discuss here various things to take care of your outdoor furniture.

Dust and clean it on regular basis

Needless to say dust from atmosphere and air forms a thin layer over the furniture. If you do not
clean it on regular basis, outdoor furniture easily loses it natural look and appearance. You can
clean the outdoor furniture South Africa using soft bristles or with the help of a damp cloth. Do not
use hard bristles or any abrasive materials to clean your furniture as it can easily scratch and
remove the wood polish from your furniture.

After cleaning your furniture you can apply readymade polish or linseed oil solution over the
furniture. This will help to protect wood from fungi build up and to maintain the natural beauty of your
wooden furniture.

Fill holes and provide extra care to furniture

As wooden furniture gets old with time small holes appears on them. Wood also gets expanded with
change in temperature which can leave small gaps in the wooden furniture. If it is not fixed at the
right time the furniture loses its attractiveness and natural glory. Moisture will enter into through
holes and gaps and can damage the wooden furniture completely. If you happen to see any holes in
your furniture fill them immediately, you can fill them with wax or seek the help of a professional.
This will not only increase the life span of furniture, also makes it to look at it best as a new one.

Furniture enemies

Insects and pests are the common enemies for furniture. Termites and beetles are the highly
dangerous enemies for furniture. It can completely eat and destroy any furniture and turn them unfit
for use. Rodents and cockroaches are also enemies of furniture and they usually live on the
upholstery of the wooden furniture. Regularly polishing the wooden furniture can keep off insects
and prevent damage to it.

Inspect wooden furniture on regular basis

Routinely inspect your wooden furniture and this will help you to take immediate action and rectify
the problem. It will help to prevent expensive major problems and also enhances the longevity of
furniture.
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Glenn Farrier - About Author:
a Outdoor furniture Cape Town is available in different models and you can purchase a outdoor
furniture directly through online.
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